
Think Metal Theft Can’t Happen To You?

One of the fastest growing crimes in the United States is metal theft. Copper, aluminum, nickel, 
stainless steel and scrap iron have become the desired target of thieves looking to make a quick 
buck. An increase in demand for these metals from Asian markets such as China and India has 
created a thriving international scrap trade, resulting in much higher prices.

Of particular concern is copper, now selling for approximately $7,320 a ton, Copper theft often 
includes gutters, flashings, downspouts, water lines and electrical wiring that can be quickly 
stripped from vacant buildings/houses, industrial facilities, commercial buildings and 
construction sites. Homes in the Old West End include copper amenities that are big targets. Air 
conditioning units are particularly attractive, and are often tampered with or stolen for their 
copper coils and pipes that connect to HVAC systems. The metal is then sold to recycling 
companies and scrap yards for a huge profit.

While the economy struggles, metal theft is expected to increase as people become desperate 
for any kind of income.

Preventing Metal Theft

First, the good news: To combat the metal theft problem, at least 28 states and scores of 
municipalities around the country have passed laws tightening the restrictions on scrap dealers. 
In Ohio, lawmakers unanimously passed Senate Bill 193 in June 2012, which requires scrap metal 
dealers to register their businesses with an online database before Jan. 1, 2013. The database will 
only be accessible by law enforcement to aid in investigations, not as a public record.

The law carries penalties for thieves, and for dealers who are caught not keeping proper records. 
Known thieves will be placed on an electronic do-not-buy list accessible by both dealers and law 
enforcement.

Starting Jan. 1, 2014, the law also requires scrap metal dealers to keep records of all their 
transactions and send them to the Ohio director of public safety the following business day by 
noon. The records must include information such as a picture of the seller and the weight of the 
product they're selling.

The first offense for scrap metal dealers who fail to provide accurate records is a first-degree 
misdemeanor, which can come with up to six months of jail time, fines and a suspension of their 
business for up to 90 days. Subsequent offenses become felonies with stricter penalties.
 
Still, the best defense is to prevent metal theft at the source. Consider these measures 
to reduce your risk:

Post “No Trespassing” placards around vacant property or signs indicating the presence of a 
surveillance or security system to deter thieves. Even with non-active systems, these signs tend 
to discourage some instances of metal theft.

Remove access to your house and roof. Eliminate items that allow for easy entry such as ladders, 
scaffolding, television towers, dumpsters and accumulated materials such as pallet piles. Trim 
trees that might make it easy to access your house or roof.

Secure your home with deadbolts, door and window locks.
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Trim or remove shrubbery or other landscaping that allows criminals to hide from view on your 
property. While we all want to preserve the character of the neighborhood, many trees obscure 
the front of homes to the point where someone can easily hide from view.

Mark metals with your contact information using paint, hard-to-remove decals or by engraving 
the metal.

Make sure someone is present when restoration supplies such as copper wiring or pipe are 
delivered so the materials can be immediately secured.

Don’t receive supplies earlier than you need them. The longer metal is onsite and unused, the 
longer it’s at risk of theft.

Increase lighting outside, and protect fixtures (such as AC units) with locked metal cages or a 
chain and padlock.

Add an alarm unit with sensors to your AC unit.

Record your AC unit’s serial number in case of theft: This won’t prevent the crime, but it could 
help solve it.

Create a master list of all of your valuable metals and any bulk metal (if applicable) and include 
pictures. Providing the list to your insurance agent and the authorities might help in recovering 
the items.

Talk with your insurance agent. Make sure you have adequate insurance to cover metal theft, 
and be sure to update your agent as your home changes. For example, if your home becomes 
partially or fully vacant, your coverage may change without you realizing it.

Install motion sensors on your outdoor lighting. This is an inexpensive way to deter burglars – 
when the lights come on, they will think someone is coming. Make sure your lights are pointed 
toward the ground – a spotlight into the sky won’t help anyone see what’s happening on the 
ground. 

Lock your garage and sheds that contain tools and ladders that thieves can use to steal your 
stuff. 

Keep plants around your gutters and downspouts trimmed. That way, passersby will be able 
to spot the thieves at work. 

Scrap metal thieves are also yanking catalytic converters out of cars. Park and lock your car 
and store it in a garage or well-lit area.  

If a metal theft does occur, call the police immediately so that local recyclers and scrap dealers 
are alerted. Be sure to preserve the crime scene, including tire tracks, shoe tracks and 
fingerprints. This evidence could be used to help prosecute the thieves if they are caught.  
Please advise OWES of the theft so that we can advise neighbors and try to schedule security 
patrols accordingly.

Information obtained from: The Cleveland Plain Dealer, Nationwide Insurance, and Angie’s List.
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